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It is important to protect yourself before you get sued; advanced planning is important. Don't forget

that asset protection is a form of insurance buy it before you need it. Commit to your financial

self-defense program today and shelter your assets before you are in a tough spot. Trust us, you'll

have many more options to work with. Protecting yourself will take time, effort, and money. But

protecting your assets is your best possible investment.  So Sue Me! How to Protect Your Assets

from the Lawsuit Explosion (2nd edition)  reveals the little known secrets and strategies guaranteed

to protect both your personal and business assets from any financial disaster. This book is

specifically targeted to people who want to protect thier assets from lawsuits.... divorce....

creditors.... and other deadly threats to their wealth. Avoid the 5 biggest Asset Protection mistakes.

Get the inside facts on liability insurance. When corporations, FLP's, LLC's, co-ownerships,

domestic trusts and exemption laws will and won't protect you. Go offshore safely and

inexpensively. So Sue Me! is designed to be your personal armchair and guide to a lifelong financial

security. Delivering strategies that have been used and developed over Dr. Goldstein's 40+ years of

experience. The trick is not making money, it's keeping it!
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Bulging with battle tactics that earned Goldstein his reputation as the lawyer to call when your

wealth is in jeopardy. --Consumer Law FoundationEssential reading for anyone with assets they

want to protect. --David Mandell, Esq.Fascinating! His Ideas are fresh and he talks straight.



--Financial ForumEssential reading for anyone with assets they want to protect. --David Mandell,

Esq.Fascinating! His Ideas are fresh and he talks straight. --Financial ForumEssential reading for

anyone with assets they want to protect. --David Mandell, Esq.Fascinating! His Ideas are fresh and

he talks straight. --Financial Forum

The book a Million Lawyers don't want you to Read. For four decades I have helped America's

affluent protect their wealth from lawsuits, creditors, tax collectors, ex-spouses, and other predatory

threats. My experience is that while many people know to make money, far fewer know how to keep

their wealth safe and secure. I truly believe in the concept that each of us must think and act

defensively if we are to protect our wealth in what has become a dangerously predatory society - a

world that has turned lawsuit crazy - a world where your wealth is no longer safe. So Sue Me! is

essential reading because America has become the world's litigation capital. We have bad laws, too

many laws, and too many juries who spawn outrageous litigation awards. It is also about a nation of

'victims' who believe it is their right to use the courts to redistribute wealth. It is about the detruction

of our basic liberties and property rights and a goverment that grabs whatever it wants from you -

and takes much of it arbitrarily. It is also about honest, hard-working people who, through their own

talents and efforts, managed to accumulate some wealth for themselves and are now targets for

every potential sue-happy litigant. Finally, it is about a country where true financial security has

become an illusory goal. These realities are the philosophical underpinnings for this book. More

importantly, So Sue Me! is about what you can do-must do-to keep your assets safe and enjoy

lifelong financial security. So Sue Me! is designed to be your comprehensive asset protection

armchair advisor. It is a guide to show you how to protect everything you own from virtually any

legal or financial threat. Within its pages are the same precise, proven, and practical strategies to

shelter your assets that I have used as an asset protection attorney to successfully shield the wealth

of nearly 20,000 individuals, families, and companies nationwide. Can these same strategies turn

your vulnerable wealth into untouchable wealth? Absolutely, if you keep three important points in

mind: * Protect yourself before you have a problem. Advance planning is essential. Creditors also

have rights, so think of asset protection as insurance and buy it before your house is on fire. Commit

to implementing your own financial self-defense program starting today, but don't give up even if

you are already in deep trouble. Even then there are strategies that can work for you. Your wealth

isn't lost until it is in your creditor's pocket! * Creating untouchable wealth takes time, effort, and

money, but you will find asset protection to be the best investment you ever make. * Asset

protection and wealth preservation can involve a wide range of strategies, from the simplest to the



most complex. You will find there is no single correct formula or 'quick fix'. I present the various

wealth protection tools and illustrate which strategies may be best in any given situation. Your best

plan, will, of course, depend on the many factors that are unique to you. While I give you the broad

overview and general concepts, you will not need every detail. Let's leave the technicalities to the

lawyers. Use this book as your primer, but retain an experienced asset protection lawyer to help you

design your best strategy. This book highlights how to protect what you own, but it also makes you a

better informed client so you can more intelligently choose and work with a lawyer. So Sue Me!

goes beyond explaining asset protection strategies. These strategies are presented in action, with

examples to illustrate how others-people much more like you gain lifetime financial security for

themselves and their families-and how you can, too! --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Great book. Easy read and very informative.

A lot of great advice! Makes good sense for protecting your assets! Sure made us feel that having

an Estate Plan done would be good for us - should have done it years ago! We listened to too many

naysayers back then!

Great book! It provided me with the information that I was looking for and is an easy read. Not every

book has all of the information that you may need, but it is definitely a good start.

You will learn some things upfront and save yourself some heartache and moneyprior to going to an

attorney. Everyone should know ideas on how to protect themselves.

This book is well written. It's full of good advise. If you have many assets you should read it.

He is enjoying the reading and information. I have only read a bit of it but it seems to be very

informative.

Its pretty good. A lot of complicated tricks. It doesn't deal much with retired people.

dont waste your money
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